TXBEX World Best Crypto Currency Exchange and
Introducing Affiliate Partnership Program

Based on the Block Chain technology, which led the Fourth Industrial Revolution, the Crypto Currency
development is giving an impact on the already existing monetary economy. It is no exaggeration to say that the
world is moving into a new era of paradigm. In this era of generational changes, Thanks Holdings Corp. has
already been promoting the planning and business of Crypto Currency Mining Business for a year and half, and
based on these business background, we established a subsidiary company, TM Blockchain, Ltd, and developed
TXD coin, which is a differentiated Crypto currency that connects between real economy and crypto currency
economy. TXD Coin is currently being used as a payment method not only in online transactions, but also at
actual brick-and-mortar Café Thanks and Thanks Bakery Stores worldwide; and, these franchisees have future
plans to expand constantly.

Along with the successful launch of TXD Coin, TM Blockchain, Ltd has opened TXBEX (http://www.txbex.com), an
exceptional crypto currency exchange model of 2018. TXBEX is developed by EsolutionTG, LLC, an IT
development company of Thanks Holdings, and is preparing for its official launch.

Above all things, TXBEX Exchange is the first Crypto Currency market which led the Introduction of Affiliate
Partnership Program, and TXBEX IAP Program as a specialization system that applies IB (Introducing Broker)
which are used in FX Margin transactions and securities transactions. Therefore, it is a business model that
grows with all partners participating in the exchange business by distributing profits together with a partner
(Introducing Affiliate), which is the main revenue source of the TXBEX exchange. This business model is the
projected model on the extension of the existing Thanks Holdings’ corporate philosophy of “Use, Share, Earn.” It
is the first business model to combine the IB system with the Crypto Currency Exchange.

Now, in what way can we participate in the TEBEX IAP (Introducing Affiliate Partnership) Program? You can click
on “Generate Link” Button at TEBEX Exchange Website to receive an Affiliate reference link which has the ability
to refer potential customers. If a customer subscribes through a referral link, 30% of commission from the
customer will be credited to them for introducing the Affiliate account. The commission credited for the
Introducing Affiliate account can be redeemed to TXD Coin. Introducing an affiliate provides a separate web
page for a separate Affiliate, where people can manage their Commission and withdrawal applications
at any time.

[TEBEX Introducing Affiliate Partnership Program]

1. Get a link : Share your personal referral link across the web

2. Invite users : The more users you bring to TXBEX, the more you earn

3. Be rewarded : Get 30% of fee from all exchange transactions of your referred users!

